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Brassavola nodosa Laelia tenebrosa Laelia purpurata



Brassavola nodosa Laelia tenebrosa Laelia purpurata



Catasetum pileatum Ascocentrum miniatum SVO hybrid Phal Mituo
King





SVO Hybrid SVO HybridAscocentrum miniatum



Bulbophyllum lasiochilum Peaches x Spring Climax



Brassavola nodosa Cymbidium Golden Elf Psycopsis Mendenhall ‘Hlidos’



Phrag Les Dirouilles Cal Orchids reedsteem Epidendrum



Cattleya cernua Carter and Holmes cross Carter and Holmes cross



Rynchostylis gigantea Cattleya Tainan Gold ‘Canary’ Phrag China Dragon



Dendrobium Love Memory FizzDendrobium NOID



















https://www.aeorchids.com/orchid-growing-areas/orchid-growing-with-leds/
https://firstrays.com/supplemental-light/
http://orchidborealis.blogspot.com/
https://www.carnivero.com/pages/ultimate-guide-to-grow-lights


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHOkkUBhS24
https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/ho/ho-238-w.pdf
https://michaelbluejay.com/electricity/maxload.html






https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Gang-Yi+Wu
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/49/8/article-p1023.xml#affiliation0
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Jun-Ai+Hui
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/49/8/article-p1023.xml#affiliation0
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Zai-Hua+Wang
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Zai-Hua+Wang
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/49/8/article-p1023.xml#affiliation1
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Jie+Li
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Jie+Li
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/49/8/article-p1023.xml#affiliation2
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/search?f_0=author&q_0=Qing-Sheng+Ye
https://journals.ashs.org/hortsci/view/journals/hortsci/49/8/article-p1023.xml#affiliation3


Fig. 2.

Light intensity (A), CO2 concentration (B), and temperature (C) response curves of the leaves of the four Dendrobium species.
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